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“I Have No Disbelief”: Spiritualism and 
Secular Agency in Elizabeth Stoddard’s 
The Morgesons
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 Virginia Tech

In the preface to the 1901 reissue of The Morge-
sons, Two Men, and  Temple House, Elizabeth Drew Barstow Stoddard 
tells the origin story of her writing  career: “One day when my husband 
was sitting at the receipt of customs . . .  I sat by a  little desk, where my 
portfolio lay open. A pen was near, which I took up, and it began to write, 
wildly like ‘Planchette’ upon her board.” Describing the pro cess of com-
position that had led to each of her novels, Stoddard recalls how “the 
shadow of a man passed before me, and I built a visionary fabric round 
him”; her literary productions now seem to her “as if they  were writ-
ten by a ghost of their time.” She quotes her distant cousin Nathaniel 
Hawthorne’s assessment of her debut novel: “ There are very few books 
of which I take the trou ble to have any opinion at all, or of which I could 
retain any memory so long  after reading them as I could do of ‘The 
Morgesons’.”1 The Morgesons was published in 1862; Hawthorne had died 
in 1864 and thus could not have retained his living memory of the novel 
very long at all. Stoddard’s invocation suggests the eerie possibility that 
Hawthorne might remember The Morgesons even in death, and that he 
might yet endorse her novels from beyond the grave.

The idea that Hawthorne might continue to exist in all his individu-
ality and to hold and express literary preferences forty years  after his 
demise could be a fl ight of fancy on Stoddard’s part or a cynical attempt 
to cash in on her relationship with the man who was well on his way to 
becoming the major fi gure in American literary history.2 But Stoddard’s 
mention of her dead relative, together with her gestures to “planchette” 
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and to the “visionary” origins and “ghost”- like qualities of her novels, also 
frames the composition of The Morgesons as a tale of Spiritualist medi-
umship harnessed for literary purposes. Like Harriet Beecher Stowe de-
scribing the inspiration for  Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Stoddard obscures the 
agencies at work in her writing. But in place of the singular liberal Cal-
vinist deity acknowledged in Stowe’s “God wrote it,”3 Stoddard points 
to a host of ghostwriters named and unnamed.

This essay argues that Stoddard’s The Morgesons is best read as a 
Spiritualist novel: not only a novel about Spiritualism, in which charac-
ters engage in acts of clairvoyance, trance- speaking, and spirit- traveling, 
but one that enacts a literary form of Spiritualist practice at the level of 
the text. The essay examines the imagery of Spiritualist practice that 
laces The Morgesons and argues that Stoddard employs the phenomena 
associated with Spiritualist religion to explore socially disruptive circu-
lations of agency and the cross- gender and cross- class connections 
they enable. But  these forms of agency only become vis i ble when we es-
chew critical attitudes that subordinate  women’s religious devotion to 
men’s clerical authority and confuse  human agency with individual au-
tonomy. To recognize the forms of religious devotion at play in The 
Morgesons and the models of agency they enable, we must turn from a 
secularized criticism to a secular one.

The Morgesons steers a course between overt supernaturalism and 
sterile scientism by invoking the indeterminacy of secular agency in the 
tumultuous  middle de cades of the nineteenth  century. While Stoddard’s 
critics have most often read The Morgesons as indexing the decline of 
New  England orthodoxy or the secularization of American culture, the 
novel actually refl ects the conditions of secularism that characterized 
mid- nineteenth- century New  England, conditions in which religious au-
thority and its attendant agentive possibilities  were not in decline but 
rather set  free to circulate in new and less hierarchical ways. The Morge-
sons explores possibilities for female self- expression and affective con-
nection in a secular milieu in which agency inheres in sympathetic 
relations between persons more than in clerical ordination or doctrinal 
correctness. The practices associated with Spiritualism help to highlight 
forms of female agency that might operate outside the bounds of com-
merce, competition, conversion, and domination that hem in the Morge-
son  sisters’ lives.

 These Spiritualist practices are premised on the ac cep tance of cer-
tain doctrines: the per sis tence of individual  human personalities beyond 
death, the ability of the living to speak with the dead, the “magnetic” or 
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mesmeric infl uence of certain spiritually gifted persons, and the possi-
bility of clairvoyant communication between  people of  great emotional 
sensibility. Even as it implicitly embraces  these premises and practices, 
however, the novel avoids the ritualized (and often commercialized) trap-
pings of the séance and the trance lecture, scenes that would subject 
Veronica’s and Cassandra’s mysterious powers to public scrutiny at the 
hands of scientifi c and religious authorities— some of them, perhaps, 
among the novel’s readers and critics— who could then pronounce judg-
ment upon the  sisters’ spirituality in the same way that vari ous patriarchs 
pronounce judgment on their beauty, piety, and intelligence. The Morge-
sons employs Spiritualism as a symbolic force and a set of discursive 
practices that together enable new visions of agency at the level of plot 
and character and new generic possibilities for female authorship. In 
 doing so the novel models a style of secular reasoning by way of a liter-
ary form that elevates indeterminacy above certainty and locates pos-
sibilities for agency in mysterious interactions between persons.

Secular reading is particularly essential for understanding texts by 
 women writers, since secular agencies like  those enabled by Spiritualist 
religiosity have the potential to disrupt and defy entrenched structures 
of power. By allowing spiritual agencies to circulate between them, 
rather than ceding agency to  those who would dominate them, charac-
ters in The Morgesons maintain a unique but precarious in(ter)depen-
dence, temporarily circumventing social narratives that enforce  women’s 
economic, romantic, and spiritual dependence on men ( fathers, lovers, 
clergy) and forging relationships in which dominance and subordination 
are ever shifting and always at play—in which power does not fl ow down-
ward from God to men and from men to  women but instead moves un-
predictably between the spiritual realm and the material and between 
members of both sexes. And yet such confi gurations of agency are short- 
lived and unstable: Spiritualist practices enable Cassandra and Veron-
ica to intermittently suspend or temporarily inhabit the interstices of the 
power relations that structure their lives, but they do not permanently 
overturn  those relations. Hence the moments of secular Spiritualist 
agency in the novel are often also moments of pain and frustration. But 
to ignore them  because they are not sustainable is to misunderstand and 
misread the power of female religious agency in a secular society.

Spiritualism is not the only symbolic force at work in The Morge-
sons; as the girls’ names suggest, classical my thol ogy and Catholic ha-
giography also offer resources for imagining pos si ble ways of being in 
the world, and the welter of available spiritualities that the novel depicts 
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is part and parcel of the secular milieu that makes agency available to 
the Morgeson  sisters. Examining the role of Spiritualism in the novel 
does not offer a legend or key to make the path of interpretation suddenly 
straight and narrow,  because The Morgesons is a text that embodies 
mystery in its form and its plot, seeking to channel the ineffable rather 
than unmask it or explain it away. The ethic of The Morgesons is not an 
ethic of explication or uncovering but of obfuscation; like the saint from 
whom Veronica takes her name, its guiding symbol is the veil. But mod-
ern critical readings of The Morgesons— and of Veronica Morgeson in 
particular— have too often hinged on the unveiling of  these narrative 
mysteries, on a secularized critical tradition that reduces the Morgeson 
 sisters and the novel as a  whole to the status of prob lems to be solved. 
To recognize the forms of agency depicted in The Morgesons and other 
Spiritualist texts by  women writers, critics must amend their reading 
practices to do justice to the mysteries of a secular world.

Spiritualism and Secularism in The Morgesons

An early scene in The Morgesons fi nds the sixteen- year- old Cassan-
dra Morgeson standing on the sofa in her Mas sa chu setts home giving a 
mock sermon “ after the manner of Mr. Boold, of Barmouth, taking . . .  
for my text, ‘Like David’s Harp of solemn sound’ ” (67).4 Cassandra’s par-
ody of the local clergyman brings several members of the  house hold to 
hysterical laughter as she mimics his expressive gestures and pompous 
tone. When her  father, Locke Morgeson, enters the room with a strange 
man, Cassy is neither abashed nor ashamed: she “wave[s her] hand . . .  a 
la Boold” and descends from her perch to greet the newcomer who  will 
one day become her lover (67).

Cassy’s Boold- ness— her willingness to ridicule and disregard the 
pronouncements of New  England’s orthodox clergy— has led to the crit-
ical consensus that The Morgesons depicts, or even celebrates, secular-
ization and religious decline. Seeking signs of the novel’s religious 
commitments in details of character and setting rather than in innova-
tions of narrative structure and form, critics have interpreted The Morge-
sons’s satirical portrayal of orthodox Protestantism and its ordained 
representatives as a dismissal of or an attack on religion. Lawrence 
Buell, for instance, noting how Stoddard’s text eschews theological dis-
cussion in  favor of an extended attention to relationships between 
 people, discounts any contribution the novel might make to religious dis-
course: “Stoddard . . .  portrays a setting in which theology is reduced to 
parlor conversation and the super natural resolves itself into . . .  offbeat 
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bohemian charm.”5 Sandra Zagarell, following Buell, reads Stoddard’s 
text as not simply recording but actively hastening the decline of reli-
gion in Amer i ca: The Morgesons’s “attacks on religion correspond with 
Stoddard’s critique of the Bible for assigning  women inferior status,” 
thereby contributing to the increasing secularization of American literary 
culture.6 Reading “religion” as primarily the domain of ordained Protes-
tant clergy, Buell, Zagarell, and the critics who came  after them assume 
that  because the clerics who appear in The Morgesons are ridiculed 
or relegated to diegetic obscurity, religion is not a central concern of 
the text.

The critical tendency to overlook or ignore the wide range of religious 
concerns that animates The Morgesons indicates the per sis tence of a 
particularly American version of the secularization narrative,7 one in 
which “the public infl uence of the Protestant clergy is [considered] 
the most impor tant mea sure of the role of religion in American soci-
ety.”8 If “religion” and “Protestant clerical authority” are believed to be 
the same, then any text that questions the cultural centrality of Protes-
tant ministers—as The Morgesons does— will seem to be attacking 
religion as an aspect of  human experience and refl ecting or even con-
tributing to the secularization of American culture. But The Morge-
sons’s explorations of religion go beyond the occasional jab at a pomp-
ous village preacher, and they can be better recognized by turning from 
the critical narrative of secularization to new work on secularism.

Eschewing inaccurate models of religious history that prematurely 
proclaim the death of religion by pointing to a decline in clerical pres-
tige, phi los o phers and social theorists including Charles Taylor, Talal 
Asad, and Dipesh Chakrabarty have characterized con temporary West-
ern socie ties as defi ned by the conditions of secularism rather than by a 
narrative of secularization. The term “secularism” describes, not the ab-
sence or decline of religion, or even the rise of pluralism, but a set of 
historical, intellectual, and cultural conditions that make “religion” into 
a category available for analy sis rather than an unquestioned set of as-
sumptions about the nature of the universe: “Rather than signal a de-
creasing infl uence of the religious, secularism names a conceptual 
environment— emergent since at least the Protestant Reformation and 
early Enlightenment— that has made ‘religion’ a recognizable and vital 
 thing in the world.”9 Secularism theory assumes the interpenetration of 
hermeneutic regimes rather than the replacement of one regime (super-
stition) with another (science), and it allows scholars to recognize, among 
other  things, how the American public sphere is structured by a set of 
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assumptions about  human experience that are drawn directly from Prot-
estant doctrine and practice, a condition that the religious historian 
and  legal theorist Winnifred  Sullivan calls “small- p protestantism.”10 
 Because mainstream Protestant models of religiosity classify “true” re-
ligion as “rational, word- centered, nonritualistic,  middle class, unemo-
tional, [and] compatible with democracy and the liberal state,”11 this de 
facto Protestant bias obscures other modes of religious experience, in-
cluding  those characterized by ritual practice, emotional excess, nonnor-
mative embodiments, collective action, or nonrational agency— precisely 
 those forms that surface in The Morgesons.

In fact  there is another religious discourse at work in the scene in 
which Cassandra mocks Mr. Boold: the discourse of Spiritualism, in 
which minds separated by death and distance are nevertheless sympa-
thetically connected and past and  future are legible texts to  those with 
the gifts to read them. When Charles Morgeson enters the room where 
Cassandra is “preaching,” Veronica Morgeson, whose piety and uncanny 
spiritual gifts form a major motif of the novel, solemnly predicts his ap-
proaching death: “ ‘ There are six Charles Morgesons buried in our grave 
yard’ ” (67). Her clairvoyant powers invoke the ambient discourse of Spir-
itualism that by the time of The Morgesons’s publication permeated 
 every corner of American culture.12

American Spiritualist practice, though emerging from Eu ro pean re-
ligious ideas that had circulated for centuries, began in earnest in the 
United States in 1848 with the “spirit rappings” in Rochester, New York. 
The movement, spawned by the clairvoyant gifts of precocious teen agers 
like Margaret and Kate Fox and Ira and William Davenport, spread 
rapidly across the country, its popularity enabled in part by the liberal-
ization of American theology that arose during the Second  Great Awak-
ening. Growing out of the dual traditions of Swedenborgian religion and 
mesmeric practice, many of Spiritualism’s doctrines diverged consider-
ably from traditional Protestant theology. Besides refusing to assign the 
dead to heaven or hell for all eternity (Spiritualists, like Swedenbor-
gians, generally believed that the dead ascended through “spheres” of 
enlightenment), Spiritualist teaching differed most starkly from tra-
ditional Protestant beliefs about death in its insistence that  human 
souls retain the unique characteristics they once displayed on earth— 
including an attachment to  family and friends and a concern about on-
going po liti cal and social events— and that the dead are capable of 
communicating with the living.13 Spiritualism’s characteristic practices 
included communication with the spirits of dead loved ones or famous 
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fi gures (conducted  either by a medium during public or private séances 
or privately using an automatic writing apparatus like the planchette), 
spirit- traveling (in which a medium viewed events or vistas at  great 
distances from her own physical location), and clairvoyant communi-
cation. Dismissed or decried by mainstream religious and cultural 
authorities, the movement nevertheless spread rapidly through Eu-
rope and Amer i ca, resulting in “the democ ratization of the otherworld” 
as “millions, from the urban working classes to royal families . . .  
experiment[ed] on each other through spiritualist séances, mesmeric 
waves, telepathic transmissions and out- of- body travelling.”14

The Morgesons signals its engagement with Spiritualist discourse 
and practice in its very fi rst scene. The novel opens in Mary Morgeson’s 
“winter room,” where the reading materials chosen by the Morgeson 
 women signify the welter of religious modalities that circulate through 
the novel. Cassandra, ten years old and out spoken, climbs a piece of fur-
niture to reach a shelf full of books, among them Northern Regions 
(1827) and The Saints’ Everlasting Rest (1658).15 The two books seem-
ingly could not have less in common: Richard Baxter’s Saints’ Rest is a 
Protestant devotional manual and meditation on death; Northern Re-
gions is an adventure book for  children that tells the sensational sto-
ries of the Arctic explorers Richard Parry and John Franklin. But both 
books have connections to the Spiritualist movement: Baxter’s manual 
described the afterlife in symbolic terms that would  later be  adopted by 
proponents of Spiritualism, and Sir John Franklin, subject of Northern 
Regions, was a frequent otherworldly attendant at trance lectures of the 
1850s and 1860s.16 Cassandra’s expedition to the top of the bookshelf also 
yields a copy of Laurence Sterne’s Sentimental Journey (1768), the font 
of much nineteenth- century sentimental lit er a ture.17 By invoking Sterne 
alongside the Saints’ Rest and Northern Regions, Stoddard both situates 
her novel within an ongoing sentimental literary tradition and indicates 
the centrality of Spiritualist relations to her tale. At the same time, she 
connects  these literary and religious movements to ongoing theological 
debates: as Cassandra is climbing shelves, her  mother and aunt are 
reading aloud from the Boston Recorder an article describing a doctri-
nal feud between ministers of the Congregational church. The juxtapo-
sition of  these many texts allows the scene to face, Janus- like, both 
backward and forward, invoking traditional Puritan devotionalism, con-
temporary sectarian controversies, popu lar literary trends, and a pro-
gressive scientifi c spirit as they met on the common ground of Spiritualist 
belief and practice.
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Like the  later preface in which Stoddard would describe the other-
worldly composition of The Morgesons, Cassandra’s memory of Mary 
Morgeson’s winter room takes on a ghostly quality, with past, pres ent, 
and  future collapsing into one as the narrating Cassandra notes that 
“the hands of [the  house’s] builders have crumbled to dust” (8). Describ-
ing the middle- class Victorian comforts of the room— its chintz chair- 
covers, serge curtains, “chocolate- colored” carpet, and cheerful Franklin 
stove— Cassandra describes a warm domestic scene in which the com-
ingling of dif fer ent literary and religious forms— the devotional manual, 
the Spiritualist memoir, the sectarian journal, the sentimental novel— 
facilitates female community and authorial agency (8–9). When Aunt 
Mercy declares the adventuresome Cassandra “possessed” she identifi es 
Cassandra as the focal point for  these secular circulations of belief. As 
reader and auditor, Cassandra is possessed by the spirits of Franklin and 
Parry, by Sterne, by Baxter, and by the memory of  those whose “hands 
have crumbled to dust”; as Mary’s  daughter and Mercy’s niece she is pos-
sessed by their theological concerns even when she does not share 
them; and as narrator of the scene she is possessed by Stoddard’s autho-
rial voice. Rather than indicating a narrative of religious decay from the 
doctrinal concerns of Mary’s and Mercy’s generation to the Spiritualist 
interests of Cassandra’s, the scene offers a depiction of female religious 
identifi cation not bound by narratives of pro gress, decline, or even 
chronological time: Protestant devotionalism, Spiritualist explorations, 
sentimental fi ction, and sectarian debate coexist within the loose tem-
poral frame of Cassandra’s memory and The Morgesons’s opening pages, 
offering a depiction of female community and agency enabled by the 
novel’s secular milieu.

Spiritualist Practice and the Circulation of Agency

Cassandra’s “possession” is an ongoing motif of The Morgesons, a 
moniker applied to her when she performs actions deemed willful or un-
ladylike—in other words, when she asserts unclassifi able or ostensibly 
inappropriate forms of agency. To be possessed by another, or to appro-
priate someone  else’s voice, is to transgress bound aries of individual 
identity—to deny apparent separations between unique minds and bod-
ies, and even between this world and the next— and thereby to defy no-
tions of individual agency and self- determination. In The Morgesons 
episodes of trance- speaking, clairvoyance, spirit- traveling, and other 
Spiritualist practice both indicate and si mul ta neously construct unique 
sympathetic connections between characters, while the fl uid and unpre-
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dictable nature of Spiritualist agency enables new confi gurations of in-
terpersonal power.

To understand the unstable but power ful forms of agency enabled 
by the Morgeson  sisters’ invocation of Spiritualist practices, it is neces-
sary to recognize the model of agency upon which such religious prac-
tices rest— a model not premised on liberal ideals of self- determination 
and individual action. Ideals of Western liberal subjecthood have histori-
cally assumed the primacy of individuals above communities and as-
serted that agency belongs to the former rather than the latter; liberalism 
“constructs and relies upon a strong defi nition of the subject as one who 
is  free, autonomous, and capable of self- government and rational be hav-
ior.”18 With its emphasis on individual consent, liberalism places a pre-
mium on rebellion: autonomous subjects assert their agency by rejecting 
any authority except that to which they have consented.  Those who 
would participate fully in the liberal public sphere must abandon unques-
tioning allegiance to forms of authority based in tradition or revelation— 
including the authority of God— and learn to act in de pen dently of any 
oversight but their own or that of their rationally chosen governors.19 
This pressure to reject all forms of authority confl icts with many kinds 
of religious expression, particularly  those that emphasize duty and obe-
dience above in de pen dence and autonomy.

Forms of agency based in religious beliefs, practices, or affects be-
come much more legible when viewed through the lens of a discursive 
model of agency, one grounded in the philosophies of Michel Foucault 
and Judith Butler. Unlike the model of “sovereign agency” that under-
stands self- determination and freedom from authority to be the highest 
expressions of  human action, a discursive model recognizes that sub-
jects are created in relation and that no subject can be entirely autono-
mous or liberated.20  Because agency is enabled by discourse, and  because 
discourse requires, at minimum, both a speaker and a listener, “the ad-
dress that inaugurates the possibility of agency, in a single stroke, fore-
closes the possibility of radical autonomy.”21 Subjects are interpellated 
through discourse, including (and often primarily) religious discourse, 
so that employing a discourse model makes it pos si ble to recognize kinds 
of religious agency that operate by inhabiting and operating within the 
par tic u lar structures of authority to which persons are subject. The ac-
tions prompted by  these nonliberal forms of agency— both individual and 
collective—do not appear to be classically willful and may include 
religious rituals, careful ascription to rules, un regu la ted emotional 
experiences, or non- normative dis/embodiments;  there may even be 
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circumstances in which passivity itself becomes an act of agency.22 Par-
ticularly in religious contexts, agency may manifest in forms that are 
shared, circulated, fl uid, or collaborative. The  will of individuals may be 
subordinated to the perceived well- being of the group, or agency may 
be understood as originating with immaterial beings rather than with 
individual men and  women.

The stormy marriage between the Morgeson patriarch Locke and his 
wife Mary embodies the confl ict between Lockean liberal rebellion and 
the Virgin Mary’s paradigmatic submission. Locke and Mary’s  children 
Cassandra and Veronica, rather than choosing between  these poles, craft 
agentive possibilities out of the new religious discourse of Spiritualism. 
Spiritualism became a transformative religious discourse  because it 
allowed for and encouraged creative agentive forms, enabling inver-
sions and disruptions of authority by blurring the bound aries between 
the spiritual and material worlds and between individual minds. In the 
pro cess, it gave  those traditionally positioned as meaning’s repositories— 
particularly  women— unprecedented access to channels of communi-
cation through which meaning might travel and be changed. Many of the 
most successful Spiritualist mediums  were female, working- class, or 
 people of color, so the agency that fl owed unpredictably through Spiri-
tualist circles was often facilitated by  those with the least access to 
sources of temporal power,  whether extrinsic (wealth and education) or 
intrinsic (maleness and whiteness). And  because Spiritualist agency 
was wielded collectively, through the collaboration between medium, 
audience, and spirit, it fl outed the singular and competitive model of sov-
ereign agency and offered in its place one in which agency was shared, 
fl uid, and impossible to control.

Spiritualist practice enables kinds of sympathetic connection among 
Cassandra, Veronica, and their friends that need not conform to the nar-
ratives of romantic love, sibling rivalry, sudden conversion, and eco-
nomic dominance that their New  England neighbors would impose on 
them. Cassandra and her  future brother- in- law Ben Somers, for instance, 
refuse to fall into the romantic rituals prescribed by their school com-
panions at Rosville. At their fi rst meeting Ben describes, accurately and 
without ever having seen her, Cassandra’s  sister Veronica: “ ‘[I] fancy that 
the person to whom the name belongs has a narrow face, with eyes near 
together, and a quantity of light hair, which falls straight; that she has 
long hands; is fond of Gothic architecture, and has a  will of her own’ ” 
(96). Their non sequitur conversation and immediate rapport (Ben: “ ‘Are 
your  family from Troy?’ ” Cassandra: “ ‘Do you dislike my name?’ ”) sug-
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gest an ongoing acquaintance, though they have never met, and when 
Cassandra’s eyes wander Ben asks “ ‘Are you looking for your  sister?’ ” 
as though Cassandra and Veronica could communicate across the dis-
tance between Surrey and Rosville as Ben and Veronica apparently 
can (96). Ben’s inexplicable clairvoyance— his ability to accurately de-
scribe a  woman he has never met, and whom he  will someday marry— 
and the immediate psychic connections between Veronica, Cassandra, 
and Ben signal both the novel’s re sis tance to predictable romantic narra-
tives (why talk to a beautiful  woman about her distant and less attrac-
tive  sister?) and a model of shared agency that can cross bound aries 
of time and space. Rather than imagining herself as the recipient (or 
victim) of Ben’s romantic attentions and placing herself in a position of 
dependence on him, Cassandra forms a friendship with Ben in which 
the dominant role shifts with circumstance and need.

Ben and Cassandra’s emotional interdependence is premised on their 
Spiritualist forms of communication and enables them to maintain 
their platonic friendship in the face of social conventions that would cast 
them in standard romantic roles. The uniqueness of their relationship is 
brought into sharp relief by the reactions of  those around them, who in-
terpret their be hav ior according to the expected terms of nineteenth- 
century sexual politics. Observing the strong but unspoken connections 
between them, Ben’s friends assume the end of a predictable romance 
that never took place: “ ‘It is all over with them’ ” (204). Ben’s  mother, too, 
offers a conventional explanation for Cassandra and Ben’s closeness: 
Cassandra wants Ben for his money. But Cassandra and Ben refuse  these 
categorizations— the jilted man, the gold- digging  woman— which as-
sume fi xed power relations between men and  women ( women control 
sex, men control money). Their sympathetic Spiritualist communion 
enables them to form temporary affective havens where they are momen-
tarily sheltered from romantic expectations, or at least able to defer 
them.

The hallmark of Stoddard’s literary engagement with Spiritualism 
is mystery and indeterminacy— a refusal to collapse distinctions, pro-
vide concrete answers, or assign agency in expected ways. The Spiritu-
alist abilities demonstrated by characters in The Morgesons, including 
the clairvoyant connections between them, offer explorations of shared 
agency and demonstrate how unpredictable agentive formulations can 
disrupt expected interpersonal narratives— not only  those involving ro-
mance and marriage but  those that depend on hierarchical  family dy-
namics. Though Cassandra fi nds it diffi cult to communicate with her 
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 mother in this life,  after Mary Morgeson dies Cassandra, like an effec-
tive medium, can recall Mary’s spirit from beyond the grave: “when my 
thoughts turned from her, it seemed as if she  were newly lost in the vast 
and wandering Universe of the Dead, whence I had brought her” (235). 
Such inversions are disruptive precisely  because they undermine the 
traditions of inheritance and (economic) possession that structure Cas-
sandra’s and Veronica’s lives: as  daughters the girls are worth less than 
sons. When their younger  brother Arthur is born, Cassandra and Veron-
ica are quickly made aware of their relative value. One servant, Hepsey, 
declares that “ ‘Locke Morgeson should have a son . . .  to leave his money 
to,’ ” while another, Temperance, points out that this tradition is grounded 
in local Congregationalist customs: “ ‘Girls are thought nothing of in this 
’ligious [religious] section; they may go to the poor  house, as long as the 
sons have plenty.’ ” Mrs. Morgeson herself confi rms the primacy of sons 
when she tells Cassandra  after Arthur’s birth, “ ‘I am glad it is not a 
 woman’ ” (29).  After Mrs.  Morgeson’s death, Cassandra reverses the 
terms of this unequal relationship with her  mother, performing a Spiri-
tualist inversion of childbirth by bringing Mary back into a world in 
which, like a newborn babe, she fi nds herself “scared and troubled by 
the pressure of mortal life around her” (240).

The fl owering of Spiritualist practice in the mid- nineteenth  century 
was both effect and sign of a haunted modernity “in which one’s actions 
[ were] acted upon by  others from a distance— people, to be sure, but also 
and perhaps more importantly, concepts, repre sen ta tions, and words.”23 
 Under such spiritually destabilized conditions, the rationalized notion 
of agency as unitary, proprietary, and voluntary— something owned and 
wielded by individuals acting consciously and independently—is neither 
accurate nor helpful. In a society in which ontological bound aries may 
shift at any moment, agency  will seem to inhere in objects and organ-
izations as much as in individuals and to circulate between secular sub-
jects. It is the circuitous functioning of secular agency— the unpredictable 
movement of motive forces between sympathetic persons— that enables 
Cassandra and Veronica Morgeson to temporarily unsettle expected ro-
mantic and domestic narratives and to “come into possession” of 
themselves.

The Cultural Work of  Women’s Spiritualist Fiction

It was precisely the unpredictable nature of Spiritualist agency and 
its consequent potential for social disruption that made Spiritualism 
such a controversial movement. The perceived dangers of circulating 
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agency  were made apparent by the vehemence with which Spiritualism’s 
claims  were repudiated, most often through attempts to determine the 
“true” source of the power that lay  behind acts of Spiritualist agency. 
Scientists, clergymen, and other cultural representatives performed in-
vestigations or logical exercises whose purpose, irrespective of their 
methodologies, was to deny the fl uidity of agency and locate a stable 
source for Spiritualist power,  whether that source was the machinations 
of a fraudulent medium, the overactive imagination of an impressionable 
teenager, or the connivings of the devil himself. The most famous of 
 these was the so- called Cambridge Investigations, in which Harvard pro-
fessors Benjamin Peirce, Louis Agassiz, and Eben Horsford  were in-
vited to view a demonstration and pass judgment on the Spiritualist gifts 
displayed by the Fox  sisters and other famous mediums.24 The work of 
dissecting and denigrating the circulating agencies of Spiritualism took 
place in the popu lar press as well, with newspapers and magazines pub-
lishing dismissals of spiritual phenomena side- by- side with reports of 
the most recent Spiritualist won ders. An essay in the August 1854 issue 
of Putnam’s Monthly, “Spiritual Materialism,” for instance, sought to lo-
cate the source of the power at work in Spiritualist activity; the author 
denied the possibility of circulating agencies, or of a combination of 
 human and divine action, by insisting that agency is competitive rather 
than collaborative: for one person to have agency, another’s “must have 
been destroyed.”25

Critiques and debunkings such as  these  were often directed at trance 
lecturers or well- known mediums:  those who put their gifts on display 
in public halls or other open forums. But the  battle over the authenticity 
of Spiritualist gifts and the forms of agency they might provide took place 
in the arena of fi ction as well, with both male and female authors broach-
ing the subject.  Until recently, only the former of  these have received 
serious critical attention. Howard Kerr’s Mediums, and Spirit- Rappers, 
and Roaring Radicals, which remains the most thorough study of Spiri-
tualist fi ction available, asserts that “the spiritualistic movement exercised 
a distinct and fairly unifi ed infl uence on the American literary imagi-
nation” by providing nineteenth- century authors with an easy target for 
humorous attacks or a store house of vague occult symbols.26 But Kerr’s 
defi nition of “nineteenth- century authors” included only men, for whom 
Spiritualism’s affi liation with feminism and  women’s rights often made 
it a dangerous and frightening phenomenon.27 Hence the “unifi ed” (male) 
literary approach he describes is characterized by satirical disdain, dubi-
ous warning, or frowning disapproval.28 Expanding the category of 
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Spiritualist fi ction to include Stoddard and other  women writers paints a 
dif fer ent picture of the cultural work performed by Spiritualist fi ction, one 
in which occult practices and symbols offer imaginative opportunities for 
exploring female religious agency rather than suppressing it.

In The Morgesons and other texts,  women writers created fi ctions of 
uncanny female agency by invoking and entertaining the beliefs, prac-
tices, and symbols associated with Spiritualism. In many of  these texts, 
the agency of both characters and author is obscured through the shifting 
of narrative voice and position. The popu lar poet Elizabeth Oakes Smith, 
for instance, composed at least two long works that invoked Spiritualist 
practices and tenets. One, Shadow Land (1852), is an extended account 
of Smith’s dream- life, including her ruminations on the Bible, astrology, 
and other assorted topics. In the text the narrating voice shifts constantly 
between the waking Smith, her dreaming self, and other unnamed pres-
ences.29 Smith’s 1854 Bertha and Lily reads more like a traditional 
novel—it is the story of a New  England minister’s “conversion” to reli-
gious liberalism  under the infl uence of two  adopted  children, his spiri-
tually gifted neighbor, and an “angel- child” who appears only to  those 
who have purifi ed their vision— but maintains the shifting narrator, 
with chapters alternating between the voice of the minister, his neigh-
bor, and an unidentifi ed “we.”30 And Kate Field’s Planchette’s Diary (1868) 
rec ords Field’s experiments with spirit communication and automatic 
writing using the planchette.  Here again the narrating voice is vari ous, 
as the perspective shifts from Field’s, to “Madam Planchette’s,” to 
 those of the spirits the planchette channels. Indeed, Field refuses even 
to credit herself as author, instead signing her preface “The Editor.”31 
Unlike the male- authored texts that Kerr identifi es,  these female- authored 
explorations of Spiritualist belief and practice do not seek to debunk or 
ridicule the “trans- identic experiences” (as Eliza Richards terms them) 
associated with Spiritualism but instead explore them through forms of 
narrative experimentation that unsettle the subject positions of charac-
ters, narrators, and audience.32 Reading Shadow Land, Bertha and 
Lily, or Planchette’s Diary can be a confusing and even frustrating ex-
perience, with the reader often struggling to determine who is narrat-
ing and who is speaking. Such confusions of narratorial identity 
represent textually what the Spiritualist medium embodied in her pres-
ence and voice: the fl uidity of subjectivity and agency made pos si ble by 
the sympathetic environment of the Spiritualist per for mance.

Classing Stoddard among  these authors of Spiritualist fi ction is 
controversial. Her letters reveal  little engagement with the Spiritualist 
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movement  until late in her life, and in her newspaper columns she 
tended to align herself intellectually and po liti cally with the debunkers 
rather than the debunked. In New York in the 1850s Stoddard was at-
tended by the physician John Franklin Gray, a homeopathist and Spiri-
tualist with an interest in animal magnetism (now called hypnosis) as 
a medical procedure;33 in 1865 she worried that her estranged friend 
Edwin Booth might have married the trance medium Laura Edmonds.34 
But in 1901, around the time of the republication of her novels, Stoddard 
wrote her friend Lilian Whiting to ask  whether Whiting had ever “be-
lieved in” the Spiritualist medium Leonora  Piper or  whether Whiting 
might be in touch with Kate Field. Though  Piper had publicly recanted 
her belief in spirit communication (but maintained faith in  mental te-
lepathy), the letter seems to suggest that Stoddard was seeking a me-
dium through whom she might communicate with her recently deceased 
son Lorimer. “Sometimes I so long to touch Lorry’s beautiful hand,” she 
wrote, “that I would . . .  stretch myself  towards what I can never see.”35 
The longing to reach across the gulf between life and death was one 
familiar to many nineteenth- century Americans, and a driver for the 
Spiritualist movement’s continued popularity.

Stoddard was suspicious of most forms of collective action, religious 
and other wise— particularly  those spearheaded by  women who sought 
to improve the lot of the “weaker sex” by po liti cal means. In her columns 
for the Daily Alta California she expressed disgust at the actions of 
 women’s rights crusaders including Lucretia Mott, Lucy Stone, and Mary 
Davis, who paraded their cause on public platforms and thus exposed 
themselves and their entire gender to ridicule, including Stoddard’s own 
barbed wit. Stoddard’s epithet for  these po liti cally active  women was 
“strong- minded”: the rights they laid claim to, she opined,  were “hydra- 
headed and argus- eyed” and their public activism “humiliating.”36 And 
yet Stoddard’s relationship to the  women’s rights movement was more 
complex than  these excerpts indicate. In a letter published January 11, 
1857, in the Alta, Stoddard described a recent  Women’s Rights Conven-
tion she had attended in New York.  After lampooning the short hair and 
masculine posture of the marriage reform advocate Mrs. Mary Davis, 
Stoddard admits that

 these Conventions make  people think,  after they have done 
laughing. The getters-up of them have some right ideas too . . .  . 
Your correspondent, despite a hideous tendency to laugh at 
strong- mindedism, which she traces to the unfortunate infl uence 
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of her male friends, takes an  humble place in the ranks of  Women’s 
Rights and  Women’s  Shall Haves, especially in the latter.37

Stoddard, then, decried less the ideas of the  women’s rights movement 
than its tactics— the getting up of conventions and the making of speeches.

Stoddard used the same epithet— “strong- minded”— for both  women’s 
rights activists and Spiritualist prac ti tion ers: in her May 19, 1855, col-
umn for the Alta she reported that the New York luminary Horace Greeley 
had recently appeared in public with “two strong- minded females . . .  : 
one the Rev. Antoinette Brown, and the other an incog— a medium 
prob ably.”38 The association between Spiritualism and  women’s rights 
was a common one: as Ann Braude has detailed, Spiritualist practice 
offered antebellum American  women access to religious and social in-
fl uence denied them by restrictions on clerical ordination and the ballot 
box.39 And just as Stoddard attributed her ridicule of  women’s rights to 
the infl uence of her male friends and only sheepishly admitted her affi n-
ity with activists like Davis, she may have masked her interest in Spiri-
tualism to avoid scrutiny by  these same male friends, including Bayard 
Taylor, to whom The Morgesons is dedicated and who in 1862 was in the 
midst of publishing a series of short stories in the Atlantic Monthly that 
mined  either humor or horror from the collective actions of Spiritual-
ists.40 Practiced openly and collectively, Spiritualism, like the  women’s 
rights convention, was easy to attack, debunk, and rob of its disruptive 
potential, as when Lydia Maria Child complained in a letter to Parke God-
win that most séances amounted to only “the merest mass of old rags, 
saw- dust, and clam- shells.”41 It is for this reason, perhaps, that although 
clairvoyance, spirit- traveling, and other Spiritualist phenomena pervade 
The Morgesons,  there is no collective Spiritualist activity depicted in 
the novel: Cassandra and Veronica take part in no séances, attend no 
trance lectures, witness no ghostly hands popping in and out of spirit 
cabinets. Instead of being practiced openly, Spiritualist phenomena 
haunt the plot of The Morgesons just as the apparitions of Charles 
Morgeson and Mary Morgeson haunt Cassandra, and their very elusive-
ness facilitates their continued utility.

Misdiagnosing The Morgesons

The possibility of collective and circulating agency—of an agentive 
self that might travel between and among multiple persons connected 
by sympathetic means— lends an uncanny quality to interactions 
between characters in The Morgesons. Veronica Morgeson, like her 
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 sister Cassandra, is possessed of Spiritualist talents, but her par tic u-
lar gift most resembles the Spiritualist practice of trance- speaking: the 
power to channel the words and feelings of  others as though she herself 
 were speaking or experiencing them. This is si mul ta neously the most 
explicit and the most paradoxical way in which Spiritualist medium-
ship undermines individual and hierarchical models of agency: Veron-
ica can actually channel and ventriloquize  those who should have 
authority over her. Veronica’s fi rst words in the novel are in the third 
person, as though something or someone  were speaking through her: as 
a clumsy child she overturns a milk pan on her head and begs her  mother 
to “ ‘Help Verry, she is sorry,’ ” perhaps divining the very words that are 
in her  mother’s mind (16).  Later, when she is ill, the third person recurs: 
“ ‘It is the winter that kills  little Verry’ ” (153); this time it may be Cassan-
dra or the  family servant Temperance, watching by her bedside, whose 
voice she has borrowed. In each of  these cases Veronica, though sick or 
frightened, is able to assume the thoughts and feelings of  those around 
her in order  either to enlist their sympathy or to enter more deeply into 
their emotional lives. Her shifts in identifi cation, though subtle, parallel 
the narrative indeterminacy of more explic itly Spiritualist texts like 
Oakes Smith’s Bertha and Lily and Field’s Planchette’s Diary.

Where Cassandra’s Spiritualist gifts help her defy romantic conven-
tions and disrupt patriarchal  family narratives, Veronica’s sympathetic 
clairvoyance embeds her more deeply within the  family while si mul ta-
neously enabling her to repudiate the pieties of class that structure 
Surrey society and to form meaningful relationships across social di-
vides. While the wealthy Morgesons condescendingly allow the local 
poor to warm themselves at the kitchen fi re, only Veronica befriends 
them (26), and on a trip to Boston she uses her shopping allowance to 
buy pres ents for the “cadaverous”  children of a poor missionary on his 
way to India (71). Veronica’s unique and socially unsettling ability to 
empathize with  those outside of her class is exemplifi ed in her rela-
tionship with the  family servant Fanny, whose ambiguous class status is 
a constant source of unrest in the Morgeson  house hold. The Morgeson 
 family “adopts” Fanny as a putative kindness to the girl’s dead  mother 
and uses her as kitchen help; when Mrs. Morgeson complains that she 
has “ ‘never seen a spark of gratitude’ ” from Fanny, Veronica remarks 
that she “ ‘never thought of gratitude, it is true; but why must  people 
be grateful?’ ” (135). Veronica channels Fanny’s anger— “I never thought 
of gratitude” could be Fanny’s own words— and recognizes it as a le-
gitimate response to events outside of her control; Mary Morgeson, by 
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contrast, ignores the economic and class privileges that make it pos si-
ble for the Morgesons to appropriate an orphaned child and install her 
as  house hold staff. Veronica’s willingness and ability to empathize with 
 others across bound aries of class are both sign and effect of her Spiritu-
alist gifts— she can feel with  others, even when they are not her social 
equals— and they widen the circle of emotional connection within which 
she lives.

While Veronica’s clairvoyant gifts and unusual spirituality make pos-
si ble emotional connections that would other wise be foreclosed by the 
hierarchies of gender and class that structure Surrey society, critical 
analyses of Veronica’s character pass judgment on the presumed effects 
of her actions while overlooking the innovations of agency that make 
it pos si ble for her to act at all. Noting the multivalent nature of Veroni-
ca’s seemingly altruistic be hav ior— she is “petted” for her kindness to 
the local poor, and her friendships with working- class  women are 
tinged with patronage— critics have interpreted Veronica’s peculiar 
be hav iors as cynical grabs for attention and Veronica herself as “self- 
destructive,”42 “thwarted,”43 or “oblivious.”44 The rush to classify the 
effects of Veronica’s spirituality as “good” or “bad” obscures the acces-
sion of agency that her Spiritualist gifts enable: Veronica’s ability to di-
vine and channel the thoughts, words, and feelings of  others gives her 
access to forms of agency that would other wise be denied her.

 These forms of agency are unstable and temporary, and as such they 
have been largely overlooked by critics, particularly in light of the nov-
el’s tragic ending, in which Ben dies in delirium tremens  after Veronica 
gives birth to their disabled child. The kinds of religious agency enabled 
by Spiritualist practice are diffi cult to sustain precisely  because they ex-
ist in opposition to a liberal ideal that emphasizes self- determination, 
individual achievement, and the rejection of religious authority—an ideal 
often reserved for men. But it does not follow that  because  these forms 
of agency are available only intermittently and are often the result of 
strug gle and diffi culty, they are therefore invalid or unworthy of study. 
It is by stringing together such moments of collective agency that Veron-
ica and Cassandra— and many  women— create a life.

The Morgesons endows its characters with the super natural abilities 
that underlay Spiritualist practice precisely  because of the way Spiritu-
alism foregrounded the medium’s bodily experience as central to the ex-
perience of the divine. Spiritualist practices, rather than denying the 
body, placed it at the center of religious experience, positing the body 
rather than a par tic u lar building or book as a holy space through which 
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spirits and their attendant agencies might circulate.  Whether in public 
trance lectures before a crowded hall of  people, small séances in subur-
ban parlors, or private hours between an individual and her planchette, 
“mediumship and the physical body became inseparable.”45 Spiritualist 
religion was controversial not only  because it defi ed doctrinal tradition 
but  because its manifestations  were so frustratingly this- worldly: per for-
mances that purported to include communications from the spirit world 
seemed ridiculously grounded in this one. (The Fox  sisters, for instance, 
 were known to eat peanuts during their public séances.46) The Spiritualist 
insistence on the centrality of the medium’s body— often poor, sick, fe-
male, black, or all of the above— only heightened this impression.

Steeped in New  England orthodox traditions that defi ne the body 
in general and the female body in par tic u lar as “the temporary prison of 
the soul” and the seat of temptation,47 Cassandra and Veronica seek 
out other ways of understanding their bodies as sites of both material 
experience and spiritual transcendence. In The Morgesons Veronica’s 
illnesses, standing on the line between two interpretive regimes— the 
medical and the spiritual— are the embodied expression of  these fl uid 
and unpredictable forms of agency. Cassandra sits up with her  sister dur-
ing one of her terrifying episodes, in which Veronica

could not speak, but shook her head at me to go away. Her  will 
seemed to be concentrated against losing consciousness; it slipped 
from her occasionally, and she made a rotary motion with her 
arms, which I attempted to stop; but her features contracted so 
terribly, I let her alone. “ Mustn’t touch her,” said Temperance . . .  . 
Her breath scarcely stirred her breast. I thought more than once 
that she did not breathe at all. Its delicate, virgin beauty touched 
me with a holy pity. We sat by her bed a long time . . .  . Suddenly 
she turned her head, and closed her eyes . . .  . In a few minutes, she 
asked, “What time is it?” “It must be about eleven,” Temperance 
replied; but it was almost four. (153)

This sickroom scene is shot through with religious language and imag-
ery: the “virgin beauty” of Veronica’s body recalls the incorruptibility of 
the Virgin Mary (an association that recurs throughout The Morgesons),48 
while the misrecognition of time suggests a scene of worship removed 
from the temporalities of everyday life. Temperance, the Morgesons’ 
 family servant, has participated in the ritual many times and knows its 
patterns: “ ‘ Mustn’t touch her.’ ” Instead, it is Cassandra who is “touched” 
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with holy pity. The unclear impersonal pronoun “its” that Cassandra 
employs— “its delicate virgin beauty”— reiterates the mysteriousness of 
 these attacks and Veronica’s otherworldliness: is the “it” Veronica’s 
breath? Her illness? Veronica herself? The narrating Cassandra, like the 
reader, stands outside of the scene, puzzling through its pos si ble inter-
pretations. Veronica’s “ will” is pres ent but intermittent: is she imprisoned 
in this unruly body or acting through it? Is she physically ill or spiritu-
ally inspired? Is Veronica the agent or object of  these attacks— a “she” 
or an “it”? Does Veronica, Cassandra, or Stoddard herself even know?

The multiple valences of the scene refl ect the hermeneutic indeter-
minacy of nineteenth- century Spiritualist practice: the same symptoms 
welcomed by Spiritualist mediums and their followers as signs of divine 
anointment  were diagnosed by medical professionals as debilitation: evi-
dence of  women’s inherent delusion and disorderliness (or, in the case 
of male mediums, of the unnatural feminization of men). Compare the 
description of Veronica’s inexplicable illness to the features of the Spiri-
tualist trance:

 There  were two main variations . . .  : falling into a fainting trance, 
sometimes called catalepsy, and uncontrolled thrashing, jerking, 
or trembling . . .  . The sufferer alternately sobbed and laughed 
violently, complained of palpitations of the heart, clawed her throat 
as if strangling, and at times abruptly lost the power of hearing or 
speech. A deathlike trance might follow, lasting hours, even days.49

The uncontrollable “rotary motion” of Veronica’s arms, her prolonged 
breathless unconsciousness, and her voiceless protests against Cas-
sandra’s nursing mark her seizure- like attacks as similar to Spiritualist 
trances. But rather than come down on one side of the question or the 
other— the only diagnosis the novel  will make is “delicacy of constitu-
tion” (30)— The Morgesons leaves the mystery of Veronica’s embodi-
ment unsolved.

Twentieth-  and twenty- fi rst- century critics, on the other hand, have 
rushed to diagnose Veronica’s illnesses as selfi shness and psychosomatic 
delusion, “the hysterical reaction of a young  woman who does not want 
to grow up and face her anger at her severely restricted life.”50 The most 
common critical explanation for her unusual be hav ior is anorexia ner-
vosa.51 Such diagnoses accord with Jenny Franchot’s observation that 
literary critics employing Marxist, psychoanalytic, or poststructuralist 
theoretical princi ples have tended to approach religion as though it  were 
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disease: “About  those who ‘had it’ in the past, scholars often write  either 
‘around’ the belief . . .  or isolate it as a deviant ele ment to be extracted 
for diagnostic analy sis.”52 The critical discourses Franchot invokes are 
all subject to the larger (a)historical narrative of secularization, in which 
the scientifi c pro cesses of rationalization and disenchantment promise 
emancipation from superstition and solutions to all the spiritual myster-
ies a text might hold.53

Such readings have obscured how Veronica’s spirituality— signaled, 
in part, by her frequent illnesses— enables her to experience her body, 
not as an opaque signifi er of a binary identity (male or female, beautiful 
or ugly, rich or poor, sick or well) or the source of temptation to men (she 
 will have nothing to do with the local clergyman, who shows a more than 
spiritual interest in her), but as a fl uid medium for accessing the possi-
bilities of the mysterious and the divine. Like her Spiritualist gifts and 
acts of cross- class charity, Veronica’s illnesses are multivalent: while it 
is pos si ble to read them as transparent bids for attention or attempts to 
make herself the center of  family life, they also provide opportunities 
for  those around her to act on their best impulses (as when Fanny claims 
that Veronica’s illnesses give Fanny the chance to “be somebody” (154)) 
while helping Veronica herself to make sense of her existence. Cassandra- 
as- narrator notes,

We did not perceive the pro cess, but Verry was educated by sickness; 
her mind fed and grew on pain, and at last mastered it. The darkness 
in her nature broke; by slow degrees she gained health, though never 
much strength. Upon each recovery a change was vis i ble; a spiritual 
dawn had risen in her soul: moral activity blending with her ideality 
made her life beautiful, even in the humblest sense. (65)

It is the creativity of Veronica’s life— the way that Spiritualist agency en-
ables her to imagine ways of being in the world that are not defi ned by 
patriarchy and privation— that critics who ignore her spiritual aspira-
tions, or diagnose them as delusion or selfi shness, simply cannot see.

Stoddard’s columns in the Daily Alta California provide clues to 
alternate readings of Veronica’s character— readings that do not diag-
nose Veronica as degenerate by assuming that self- expression is synon-
ymous with in de pen dence, self- assertion, and rebellion. In her letter to 
the Alta dated February  1855, Stoddard comments on the late Edgar 
Allan Poe, noting that “his ner vous system was so delicate that coffee 
would intoxicate him, and that a glass of wine would sometimes excite 
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him to frenzy”; she suggests that  these proclivities  were signs of his 
“ great original and peculiar genius.”54 In The Morgesons Veronica, who 
is so fragile that green tea  causes her to “laugh all night,” is also “en-
dowed with genius,” including the ability to read “the moods of nature” 
(65); her unusual eating and drinking habits are at least as much signs 
of this preternatural ability as they are symptoms of an eating disorder. 
In another letter to the Alta published in September 1855, Stoddard re-
marks on the difference between true illness and a romanticized “in-
validism.” Whereas the true sufferer subsists on “barley- waters” and 
gruel and can only be stuffed into her clothes “a la scare- crow,” the “self-
ish invalid” sports “handsome dressing- gown, and dainty slippers, and 
perfumed hair” and insists on receiving the ripest peaches and the ten-
derest part of the steak from the  family store.55 Veronica, for her part, 
has “no strength, no appetite,” and far from perfuming her hair she cuts 
it off “lock by lock”  until she is nearly bald (30). By Stoddard’s own tax-
onomy, then, Veronica is not a “selfi sh invalid”  because she does not le-
verage her illnesses to attract attention, elicit coddling, or commandeer 
the best foods from the  table. Examining Veronica’s illnesses in the con-
text of Stoddard’s other writings and of the nineteenth- century secular 
milieu in which the novel was produced— rather than from our own 
anachronistic and diagnostic point of view— reveals how Veronica’s 
unique if fragile embodiment expresses her spiritual gifts.

The rush to diagnose Veronica is a symptom of a critical tradition in 
which “the real prob lem is that  women, persons of color, and other mem-
bers of historically oppressed groups are not generally allowed to be 
both subject and object at once.”56 This binary critical regime, in turn, 
recapitulates the “monopoli[zation] of all knowledge” that nineteenth- 
century Spiritualists complained of: the mania among  lawyers, physi-
cians, clergy, scientists, and educators to pass judgment on and dismiss 
the embodied experiences of Spiritualist mediums and their fellow seek-
ers.57 As a cultural discourse emphasizing fi rst- hand knowledge of the 
universe gained through collective, shared seeking, Spiritualism offered 
a vociferous challenge to “the incipient professionalism of science [and] 
medicine,” whose prac ti tion ers claimed the authority to assign meaning 
to existence by appealing to scientifi c princi ples “which to most  people 
[ were] as invisible as ghosts.”58 As such, Spiritualism provided opportu-
nities for personal and collective self- defi nition that  were not bounded 
by the binaries of professional discourse. Though  those opportunities 
 were often short- lived, unstable, and subject to ridicule, they neverthe-
less formed an impor tant arena for female and subaltern agency— both 
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in fi ction and in everyday life. Restricting readings of nineteenth- century 
religious  women, real or fi ctional, to diagnoses that treat embodied re-
ligiosity and nonliberal agency as  mental or physical illness reinscribes 
the same limiting cultural discourses that, even in the 1860s, already 
sought to narrow the ways in which minds, bodies, and voices might ex-
ist in the world.

By invoking the embedded indeterminacies of Spiritualist practice 
and refusing to resolve them at the level of narrative, The Morgesons 
challenges totalizing discourses that would seek to reduce  human ex-
perience and  human agency to singular and mutually exclusive expla-
nations. Like Spiritualist leaders, Veronica and Cassandra complain 
about the monopolization of knowledge— the foreclosing of mystery that 
total comprehension entails. When Locke Morgeson quizzes Veronica 
about her impending marriage to Ben with the question, “ ‘Do you know 
each other?’ ” Veronica replies, “ ‘We do not know each other at all. What 
is the use of making that futile attempt?’ ” (169). Cassandra, facing the 
prospect of life as the mediator of Ben and Veronica’s marriage, muses 
that her  sister and soon- to-be brother- in- law “would have annihilated my 
personality, if pos si ble, for the sake of comprehending me” (163). Com-
plete and total knowledge— the kind provided by the professional dis-
courses of doctors and many modern literary critics—is framed within 
the novel as an annihilation that must prove fruitless precisely  because 
of its thoroughness. When Ben Somers probes Cassandra’s feelings for 
his  brother Desmond, he dismembers a book in his agitation: “taking up 
a book, which he leaned his head over, and whose covers he bent back 
till they cracked,” Ben performs the action that  later critics would per-
form on the book of Veronica and Cassandra. “ ‘You would read me that 
way,’ ” Cassandra avers, and she could be speaking to twenty- fi rst- century 
critics as much as to Ben (232). Like Cassandra’s mythical namesake, 
who foresaw the  future but was unable to change it, Elizabeth Stoddard 
predicted the dissection to which her text would be subjected— a  future 
in which critics would probe her novel for signs of spiritual disease.
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